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A Woman Killed with Kindness is an early seventeenth-century stage play, a tragedy written by Thomas
calendrierdelascience.com in and first published in , the play has generally been considered Heywood's masterpiece,
and has received the most critical attention among Heywood's works.

He curses his friends and relatives for being disloyal to him. Jailer enters and announces his liberty telling
Charles that his debts are clear. Charles feels extremely happy. Both wonder who has cleared off his debts and
finally ask jailer who tells the name of Acton. He desires to be put back in jail again but the jailer refuses.
Meanwhile, in the house of Frankford, Nicholas and Sir Frankford talk about the plan to expose the affair of
his wife and Wendoll. It is the time of supper. As pre-planned, Nicholas enters with a letter in hand. Frankford
pretends to be very troublesome and tells others that he has to leave at once as he has some urgent work and
starts preparing for the journey. Wendoll is quite happy about it. Frankford goes away with Nicholas. Little
later, Cranwell the friend of Frankford also leaves. In another part of the house, servants express their views
on the affair of Anne and Frankford. They pray for the retention of chastity and purity of their mistress Anne.
Anne orders the serving-man to lock-up all the doors and gates of their house. Outside the house, Frankford
and Nicholas are waiting for the right time to enter the house. Frankford has duplicate keys, that he has had
made by Nicholas after making the plan. When lights are off, Nicholas and Frankford enter silently and
witness Anne and Wendoll locked in an embrace. Wendoll, seeing Frankford, tries to run away. Frankford
chases him with a word in his hand. However, a maid stops him. Anne again desires to be killed. However,
Frankford considers death to be too little punishment for her sin and declares that she should live in seclusion,
seven miles away in one of his manor along with all her things and servants. He also says that he will never
see her face again. Susan being unaware of their purpose of going there is confused. Charles reveals that he
wants to give her off in marriage to Acton so as to clear his debts. Susan is quite displeased with his decision
and disagrees rigorously. I seal you my dear brother, her my wife. Jenkin and Cicely come and tell them that
Anne is about to die of starvation. All of them go to see Anne. Anne expresses her desire to see Frankford
before dying. She is told that Frankford is coming to see her. Frankford enters and seeing her condition,
forgives her and wishes to die with her. Both husband and wife locked in an embrace. Anne dies in his arms.
Frankford declares that her epitaphs will have, in golden letters, inscribed, Jun 15, at
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A Woman Killed with Kindness Homework Help Questions. Examine A woman killed with kindness as a domestic
tradegy. (URGENT) First we need to define what is a tragedy, and differentiate its meaning.

He invites Wendoll into his home to act as a companion. Eating, binging, or gluttony were considered to be
fundamentally connected with sexuality. Gluttony will inevitabily lead to lust, as we see here. And you have
removed the interval. The programme suggests the running time as 2 hours 30 minutes yet it runs straight
through at 2 hours Was this a late decision? I realised a lot of people might leave if we took a break as most of
the really dramatic scenes happen in the last hour. The first half is me being rather brilliant. I wanted to make
sure they experienced my whole vision. Perhaps not as many as would like. But I pay scant heed to these
things. Lizzie Clachan and Vicki Mortimer have done me proud. Were you predicting recent events about
Murdoch? A woman walks up a staircase backwards. It must have been quite tricky for her as an actress. Does
it have meaning? What about the opening scene? Every theatregoer has a different experience. No two nights
will be the same. The front rows of the National are cheap. I wanted them to see less. It represents the
differential between the poor and the richer in our society and the extra opportunities the rich have. What
about the wedding cake? Think of all those supporting columns. The cake appears sweet but after it comes the
wedding night. The front rows will also view some of the action through punch bowls. Think of them as
upper-class beer-goggles. Do we ever catch everything people say? We might wander into the lounge and hear
a fragment of the news on the wireless before going off to iron a blouse. We piece it together. Have you never
had someone turn their back on you? We all get rejections. The dead white males have often rejected me.
Blocking is important for any director. How do you handle it with such complicated staging? Did you worry
that might be distracting? I began thinking about Pickfords which of course led me to muse about Mary
Pickford. She was one of the biggest stars in the world and one of the first female ones. What about cutting
away during key dramatic moments to the other household mid-scene? Soap operas do it. Some of the
movement and props shifting is very fast then suddenly turns to slow motion. What was your intention there?
Sometimes it involves a chandelier. I was going to get them to play Happy Families, but I was talked out of
that. My guilty pleasure is Strictly these days. I love the rawness of early performances. If you could swap
places with one person living or dead for a day, who would it be? Katie you do tend to divide audiences.
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The miraculous reversal of hatred into love is expressed in the antithesis, thus gliding from a notion of happy
satisfaction to the sense of the maze which was already introduced in the major plot but bearing reversed
positive overtones of hope and happiness in the minor plot. The characters themselves are sometimes
presented in an allegorical way; we remember for instance that Anne at the beginning before she starts
speaking was depicted as an allegory of beauty, which prepares her being paralleled with an angel later on.
Conversely, Wendoll, as a tempter, is associated to the image of the poisonous serpent of Genesis. When Nick
refers to him he identifies him by means of an antonomasia, a trick consisting in using proper names
describing a quality or a characteristic, which is the main attribute of a person instead of naming the persons
themselves p 33 l Wendoll is the Tempter p62 l Wendoll becomes a sort of living personification of the devil
made visible on stage. A blurring, blurred perspective The homiletic reading of the play sees in Frankford a
perfect Christian. But, at the same time, Wendoll is paired with the still Christian image of Judas. That image
of the biblical traitor refers to another antonomasia: The repetitions underline of course the Christians
implication of the play. The Elizabethan preacher Thomas Adams built his sermon, The White Devil, centered
on the image of Judas, whom he presents as an incarnation of devil: I, n the final interview between Anne and
Wendoll, mistress Frankford describes Wendoll as: W, embodying sin, deceives everyone by the perfection of
his angel face, but also by the sweetness of his voice other allusion to the serpent. However, the analogy
between Wendoll and Judas is carried further as the metaphorical network of the play strengthened by scenic
images surprisingly makes of Frankford a double of Judas as well as Judas. If Frankford is apparently
associated with Christ, that is the redeeming figure of light in the New Testament, he is the opposite at the
same time that is a creature of darkness scenes set at night , dissimulation and hypocrisy, just as Wendoll
described himself to Anne as a creature of night acting in secrecy. From that moment is generated a morbid
climate of suspicion and doubt. That climate immediately exacerbates in the card scene. Dissimulation and
secrecy are theatrically materialized by a stage prop: P 65 l 20 night scene. From l20 to 34, the actor who plays
the part of John held the dark lantern in his hand so that John, Frankford, and the lantern, make a whole
quotation The gunpowder plot strengthened the negative emblematic value of the dark lantern. That lantern
more than ever is related to deceit. The malefic atmosphere of suspicion, poly p 8, is suggested by the
temporal??? The dark lantern was a common object form the second half of the 17th century and it was often
represented in the iconographies of the Elizabethan, Jacobean, but also Carolinian periods. The dark lantern
was negatively connoted long before the gunpowder plot probably because of the way it was designed.
Definition of it by the English Oxford Dictionary: The slide allowed the users to cast light on what they
wanted to see while remaining themselves invisible behind the dark lantern. So it gave its user the power
either to produce or to remove light or darkness at will. Thanks to that device, the dark lantern was compared
to an eye. However, the dark lantern, on account of its negative implications cast discredit on its user, who
become a wicked, corrupted copy of the omniscient god of the Old Testament. That perverted imitator of god
assumes a demonic dimension. The theater, then, exploited the stage plot of the dark lantern and it made of it a
spectacular icon of slyness and hypocrisy which is characteristic of diabolical characters. The dark lantern and
the character form on entity, the use of the stage prop makes of its user a hypocrite, a double of Judas, the false
friend of the New testament. We may note that the dark lantern was popularly known under the name of Judas
lantern. Of course the myth of Judas is tackled twice in a WKK. But the metaphorical network of the play
enables the spectator to draw a parallel and to establish analogies between W, Judas, and Frankford, the
second Judas. In fact, whoever uses the dark lantern has, or wants to have, an all-powerful ambition of
omniscience which inverts and parodies that of the Christian god. The light of the dark lantern is a diabolical
inversion of the lightâ€¦ quotation The moralities took up the positive dimension of the biblical image
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quotation Conversely, the dark lantern does not lead to liberty and salvation. In WKWK, in the name of
Christian charity gives himself a power of life and death on his wife, first by torturing her sadistically, before
killing her with kindness. Frankford pretends that he is moved by Christian humility, but In fact he behaves
with utter cruelty. Behind the homiletic reassuring language of Christian forbearance, the truth is much
disquieting. Heywood blurs that simple clarity of that black and white characterization of sermons and
moralities. Wendoll is not the apparent opposite of Frankford, but in the play, he is his double, that is a
perverted and corrupted inversion of the genuine Christian. Choose Type of service.
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A Woman Killed With Kindness Summary. ACT-1; Master Frankford and his wife Anne Frankford are celebrating their
marriage ceremony along with a number of nears and dears.

Read for ENGL To view it, click here. Kind of ridiculous and the two plots did not merge well together, but
they did compliment one another. Overall a great read but filled with some dated ideas on the way marriage
and debts work. I am definitely a romantic and somewhat of a sucker for works like this, but I could not put
the play down. It is a gorgeous play full of pathos with sublime poetry. This may be my 21st century bias
showing. However, the main theme of the Frankfords is so lovely and tragic. The idea of killing oneself for
shame, while quaint or zealous, is so right in the action of the play. This is love in all of its power and glory.
Not the Hallmark love, but the ancient Greek love from Hesiod, who wrote about the dark power of Eros. The
deathbed scene is beautiful. I really love this play! I read this play on my trip to New Mexico for a conference.
It reads like a soap opera. Indeed, very little of the play is devoid of some sort of drama. But it is very funny
on the part of Susan and her brother. I especially love how Susan stands up for herself even if her giving in
saves her brother from being impoverished. Anne, on the other hand, was very foolish to be so easily swayed
by her lover. W I read this play on my trip to New Mexico for a conference. While women at the time were
seen as lustful and without power, we know not all women were seen that way because of characters like
Susan. Overall, it was quick and enjoyable, even if Anne does end up starving herself to death.
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A Woman Killed With Kindness is a play by British playwright Thomas Heywood, it was first performed in and published
in Focusing on a married couple, Master John Frankford and his wife Anne, the play's action centers around a
houseguest named Wendoll who takes advantage of John's hospitality to seduce Anne.

Act I[ edit ] Anne and Frankford are celebrating their wedding. Francis and Charles arrange to go hawking and
hunting tomorrow. Wendoll and Cranwell place bets on the men. The next day, Francis and Charles argue over
whose falcon did better, and the quarrel devolves into a fight. Charles immediately repents his anger. He
resolves to stay and face the consequences of his actions, and the sheriff comes to arrest him. Act II[ edit ]
Frankford ruminates on how lucky he is by birth and station, but mostly because he has such a lovely wife.
Wendoll arrives with news of the fight between Charles and Francis. Frankford welcomes him and takes him
in. Wendoll is in love with Anne and is trying to ignore his feelings, not least because he loves Frankford so
much. He confesses his love to her anyway, and though she is horrified at first, she begins to melt. He kisses
her and encourages her to take him to bed, since her husband is away. Nick witnesses the end of their
exchange and swears to kill Wendoll for abusing his mistress thus. Charles and Susan are very poor, but
thankful that they have a roof over their heads and each other. He decides to seduce Susan to disgrace her and
Charles with her lewdness, but when he sees her, he falls terribly in love with her. At a card game after dinner
where the conversation is full of doublespeak, Frankford begins to believe it and works out a plan to catch
them in the act. He retires to bed early. Susan pleads for help from various friends and family members, who
all cast her off. She despairs, and Francis sends her money. Later, Susan and Charles are shocked to find out
his debts have been paid by Sir Francis. Susan surmises this must be because of his love for her, and Charles
seems to think that by giving Susan to Sir Francis, he can repay all. Act IV[ edit ] Frankford and Nick devise a
scheme to call him away from home and see what Wendoll and Anne do in his absence. As he departs,
Wendoll convinces Anne to take their dinner in her private chambers, which will no doubt lead to dessert of a
carnal nature. Frankford and Nick sneak home in the night and Frankford finds Anne and Wendoll in bed
together. He chases Wendoll out and expresses his disappointment in Anne. He calls for their two children and
scorns her in front of them. After a bit of time, he pronounces his sentence on her: Act V[ edit ] Charles
dresses up Susan and takes her to Sir Francis to be his bride and repay the debts. She resists, preferring death
first, but relents at last. Francis is thrilled and makes preparations for their wedding at once. Frankford makes
sure Anne left nothing behind her and finds her lute, which makes him sad. Nick sets off with it to overtake
her. Anne is sad on the road to the manor house. Nick arrives with the lute, and she tells him to swear to
Frankford that he saw her sad and that she will never again eat or drink. Wendoll encounters them and hopes
to comfort Anne, but she calls him the devil and flies. Charles, Susan, and Francis go to visit Anne, who is on
her deathbed. They tell her Frankford has agreed to see her. He arrives, and forgives her. Frankford laments,
which restores the social and patriarchal order at the end of the play. Eating, binging, or gluttony were
considered to be fundamentally connected with sexuality.
Chapter 6 : A Woman Killed With Kindness
The Dramatic Works of Thomas Heywood: Royal king and loyal subject. A woman killed with kindness. If you know not
me you know nobody, pt.

Chapter 7 : Thomas Heywood - Wikipedia
This HTML etext of Thomas Heywood's "A Woman Killed with Kindness" () was created in June by Anniina Jokinen of
Luminarium. The text is unaltered, and this etext also preserves, as much as possible within the constraints of the
medium, the layout of the print edition.
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A Woman Killed With Kindness, a critically acclaimed Renaissance drama by the renowned playwright Thomas
Heywood, centers around the marriage between John Frankford and his new wife, Anne. The couple have a seemingly
perfect marriage, until Frankford invites Wendoll into their home to stay as his companion.

Chapter 9 : A Woman Killed with Kindness - Wikipedia
I read A Woman Killed with Kindness by Thomas Heywood in an anthology of plays, but what a tremendous work. I am
definitely a romantic and somewhat of a sucker for works like this, but I could not put the play down.
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